
Exhibition Overview 
Felt is the most ancient constructed textile in the world and in its long and fascinating history it has been 
used for everything from military armour to  housing, from cosy winter garments to conceptual art. This 
exhibition is an exploration of the edgier side of this extraordinary and versatile material, looking at 
artists who create sometimes disturbing and bizarre oddities and technically brilliant objects.

Visitor comment at Bilston Craft Gallery: “Wonderful exhibition, so much more inspiring than the usual 
felted flowers or bags. Worth the 50 mile trip to see!” 

The National Centre for Craft & Design is a unique and ambitious gallery that seeks to exhibit the most 
innovative, challenging and accomplished artists practising within the craft and design arena today.

Image: installation view at Forty Hall & Estate, 2016. Photo by NCCD.

Black Sheep:
The Darker Side of Felt



Black Sheep was curated by Laura Mabbutt, herself an accomplished feltmaker, who says: “I hope this 
exhibition will give this unique and versatile medium the accolades it deserves and will highlight the 
many contemporary applications of this ancient material beyond its stereotypical ‘fuzzy felt’ reputation. 
Whilst in essence the act of turning raw fleece into matted sheet of felt is a process simple enough for 
a small child to learn, this exhibition presents exciting and sometimes surprising processes used by 
contemporary masters of the craft in producing innovative and inspiring work.”

The exhibition illustrates a strong body of three-dimensional work, moving away from the idea of textiles 
as a sheet material and highlighting the seamless construction that is achievable with felt. 

Alongside the exhibition a technical demonstration area with handling samples is included to suggest 
processes and materials used in feltmaking, and our guidance is available to enable development of a 
strong participative programme.

Featured Artists

Maria Friese (Liechtenstein/Germany/France) specialises in creation of ‘monumental’ felt works. 
She takes the technical challenge of a material that by its very nature shrinks as it is formed, creating 
work large enough to enfold humans; taking inspiration from the cycles of nature as seen in seeds 
and flowers. Maria also makes smaller works for sale and is part of the Ateliers d’Art exhibiting group, 
known for their high quality showcases in Paris each year, and teaches workshops in France and the 
Netherlands. Works by Maria Friese are being returned to the artist late 2016. 

Image: Cycle by Maria Friese. Photograph by Scott Murray. 



Gladys Paulus (Netherlands/UK) studied at Utrecht College of Art & Design and has a multi-
disciplinary practice, encompassing painting, performance and puppetry. She moved into felt relatively 
recently, a decade after relocating to England in 1995 and embraced the low environmental impact of 
working with felt. Paulus finds delight in the balance between simplicity and complexity, drawing from 
her Northern European/Indonesian mixed heritage. She is a member of the International Feltmakers 
Association and has worked with leading and international feltmakers and textile artists. Her work crosses 
abstract objects and fashion and she was recently commissioned to make dramatic headdresses for a 
Mexican footwear designer rebranding campaign. She teaches across Europe and plans to make more 
costume-based work for performances in the future. 

Image: Cycle by Maria Friese. Photograph by Scott Murray. 

Horst Couture’s (Thomas Horst) theatrical gowns are all one-offs, sculpted in felt with elaborate 
and dramatic accessories. The artist is fascinated by the technical challenges inherent in making 
wearable and fashionable garments in felt such as, the stifling heat of the wool needs to be offset by 
making the fibres very fine and shrinkage during the felting process can make the end result excitingly 
unpredictable. Horst relishes the versatility of felt, emphasising his ability to create any shape and design 
without the need for seams. 

Images: (top) Holy Bowls series by Gladys Paulus. (Bottom) dresses by Horst Couture. Photographs by NCCD.



Stephanie Metz lives and works in California, creating work that has subtle origins in the natural 
world, but rather than delving into woodland animals like featured artist Barbara Keal (see below), she 
explores “overly domesticated creatures, especially those whose form has overgrown their function” 
(Metz). The results are odd and somewhat mutant forms, unsettling and not always evocative of living 
forms. Metz created a new piece of work especially for NCCD, Teddy Ruxpin or latin name Ursulus 
Teodorus Ruxpinus, as part of her subversive Teddy Bear Skulls series.

Dutch-Canadian artist Marjolein Dallinga trained as a painter at Minerva Academy, Groningen, 
then moved into a deliberately low-tech creative practice in textiles and felt, as both a maker and teacher. 
Subsequently, she’s made spectacular theatrical costume and props for internationally renowned Cirque 
du Soleil and exhibited internationally. Recent and forthcoming projects include SOFA Chicago; World of 
Wearable Art, New Zealand; and exhibitions in Australia, Canada, Germany, Netherlands and USA. 

Image: works by Marjolein Dallinga. Left photo by Scott Murray. Right photo by NCCD.

Image: works by Stephanie Metz. Photo by NCCD.



East Sussex-based Barbara Keal is on a mission to create hats for the whole world, inspired by real 
and imaginary animals. Her practice crosses boundaries between sculpture, craft, design and fashion 
effortlessly and she continuously collects natural materials to work within alpaca hair and sheep’s wool. 
Barbara’s hats are fêted by celebrated trend forecaster Li Edelkoort. Her commissions are numerous 
and varied: felt badger sporrans for vegan kiltmakers; hats for a BBC fairyland villain; and woodlands-
themed accessories for Harvey Nichols fashion displays. Keal specially commissioned two felted 
headwear’s for the show, Heterochromia Ram and An Alpaca called February.

Emerging artist/maker Rachel Olin works in sculptural textiles and often in felt, describing herself as 
“an artist in progress”. To accompany Black Sheep, Rachel has created works depicting the seven deadly 
sins as a series of curiously provocative creatures, made with great wit and a sharp eye for detail. Rachel 
has since ambitiously explored textile sculptures and installations in larger scales, most recently exhibiting 
at The Collection, Lincoln.

Image: Installation view at Forty Hall, 2016. Photo by NCCD.

Image: The Seven Deadly Sins collection by Rachel Olin.



Images: Learning zones at Bilston Craft Gallery.

Visitor comments at previous hiring venues:
“Fantastic! First impression on walking into show was 'WOW' and it got even better. Lots of 
samples to handle it was excellent. Thankyou!”

“Amazing. Felt is far more versatile than I could ever imagine. Such an inspiration.”

“Fantastic, absolutely amazing, being able to handle Stephanie Metz’s pieces was amazing, it’s 
awesome, such as well curated exhibition, really diverse range of techniques. I’m a member of the 
IFA myself so recognised some of the pieces, keep up the good work.”

“I had no idea you could do all this with felt! Beautiful colours and textures. Also, amazingly 
informative work, creating alternative realities.”

“Some amazing structures and felting, well worth travelling to see.”

“Not many exhibitions make me smile outside and in – thank you. A real pleasure, I will 
recommend it.”

“Very inspiring. Wonderful sculptural, textual work.”

Black Sheep’s tour is archived on our wordpress blog:
www.blacksheepfelt.wordpress.com.



Who is it suitable for?
This exhibition is more suitable for adults, students 
and those interested in fashion and textile art, 
particularly constructed textiles, felt and natural 
fibres, although the handling collection provided 
an accessible and fun entry point for younger 
children.
It is particularly suitable for venues associated with 
craft, art textiles, fashion, and the textile industry, 
especially wool, and lends itself to educational and 
participative programming.

Size
80 to 200 square metres – some scaleability is 
possible.

Exhibition Content
• *Artworks by the above seven artists (*in 2016  
   some artworks/items will be removed, please 
   enquire for more information.)
• Handling Collection created specially by 
   members of the International Feltmakers’    
   Association
• Interpretation & signage
• Exhibition display furniture subject to 
   negotiation.

Availability
Until 2017. Black Sheep is showing at: 

20-21 Visual Arts Centre, Scunthorpe: 

Jul - Oct 2016. 

Beacon Museum, Whitehaven: 

8 May - 2 July 2017.

NCCD will provide:
• Artworks*
• Handling collection*
• Installation guide and condition check file.
• Inwards transportation.
• Guidance/support by NCCD Exhibition staff    
   during planning and installation as required.
• Signage and specification for vinyl.
• Full marketing pack.
• Learning notes to develop participative   
   programme.

The host venue will provide:
• Professional installation and de-installation team.
• Furniture.
• Storage space for packaging.
• Onwards transport to next venue.
• Insurance cover on site and to next venue.
• Constant invigilation and/or CCTV.
• Appropriate lighting facilities and environmental 
   conditions. 

Cost
£2,000 hire fee for the full exhibition, plus one 
way onwards travel within the UK. Discounts may 
be negotiated. 

Image: Handling Collection by International Feltmakers Association.

Images: Learning zones at Bilston Craft Gallery.

Exhibition Details

The National Centre for Craft & Design
Navigation Wharf, Carre Street, Sleaford, Lincolnshire, 
NG34 7TW.
Web: www.nationalcraftanddesign.org.uk 
Phone: +44 (0) 1529 308 710 

For updates and further information 
please contact:
touring@nationalcraftanddesign.org.uk


